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Abstract

Over recent years there has been a significant advance in tracking technology which

has allowed animal movement data to be collected with greater accuracy and in

larger quantities. As a result, there has been a need for developing techniques to

analyse this data and gather information such as bouts of foraging behaviour in wild

animals, understanding how an animal’s movements relate to the resources within

an environment or to provide potential indicators of animal welfare. The aim of this

report is to develop an automated behavioural classification for residency and transi-

tion periods based on two-dimensional position data via a Hybrid CUSUM method.

It is hoped that by detecting the amount of movement of an individual over a se-

lected period of time and comparing it with expected results of healthy individuals

will lead to an indication of welfare although this CUSUM method can also be used

for other purposes such as gathering information about foraging patterns. The ver-

satility of this method is that it can be applied to any animal that exhibits mostly

residency and transitory behaviour. In order to automatically identify the residency

and transition periods, a Hybrid CUSUM method has been developed and has been

applied to a data set involving housed dairy cows in the hope to identify differences

in the typical movements of lame cows against the typical movements of non-lame

cows. The Hybrid CUSUM has the novelty that the standard deviation is predefined

to correspond to the expected deviation of an animal whilst in a state of residency,

whilst the mean is calculated directly from the data. It also has the novelty that a

second algorithm is initiated once the system is in a state of out-of-control to detect

when the system is back in-control and then the CUSUM will restart around a new
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mean value. The outcome of this report is the ability to automatically identify when

cows are resident within three distinct areas of the barn (resting area, feeding area

and milking area) and to imply the types of transitions between areas of the barn. In

earlier work, attempts to classify the behavioural state of cows using the same data

set have been achieved using accelerometer data, whereas this report uses position

data to identify residency periods within a particular zone of the barn and infer types

of transitions between zones such as resting to feeding or transitions within the same

zone such as feeding to feeding. It is found that non-lame cows tend to move around

more and spend longer total time within the feeding area than lame cows.

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The aim of this report is to develop a Hybrid CUSUM approach that can automati-

cally identify periods when animals are stationary and periods when they are moving

- considered as residencies and transitions respectively - in order to give welfare indi-

cators of animals based solely on their movement behaviour. In other applications,

using a Hybrid CUSUM to detect residency and transition behaviour may give in-

dicators of the search strategies of an animal or offer insights about the resources

within an environment which an animal lives in. This CUSUM approach has been

applied to a data set involving housed dairy cows since dairy cows exhibit residency

and transition behaviour, partly to verify that the CUSUM method works as ex-
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pected but also to analyse potential differences in the movement behaviour of lame

cows compared to that of non-lame cows. By comparing the differences in movement

behaviour between these two groups of cows, it is hoped that these insights can be

developed within the dairy industry to give indicators of possible lameness within a

cow and enable faster treatment.

1.2 Previous Work

A similar form of CUSUM applied to the same cow data set has been developed si-

multaneously by another student Woor (2017) and, as such, the work outlined in this

report provides a form of validation whilst also being an extension to this method.

All work has been carried out totally independently so as to verify the validity of

both the methodology and the results. The Hybrid CUSUM described in Woor

(2017) uses a fixed origin to measure distance, whereas the CUSUM described in this

report differs so that the origin moves according to the location of the most recent

residency (see Section 3.4). The novelty of the shifting origin provides enough of an

extension to differ from previous work and makes the method general enough to be

applicable to a multitude of other animal movement data sets, whereas the Hybrid

CUSUM method with the fixed origin in Woor (2017) is limited to this particular

cow data set or data sets where the animal movements are suitably restricted by

geographical layout.
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2 Background

2.1 Animal Tracking

Over recent years there has been a significant increase in the amount of tracking

projects of animal species in an attempt to provide an indicator of behavioural pat-

terns and welfare indicators (Nathan et al., 2008). Typically animal movement data

is collected as either accelerometer signal (Moreau et al., 2009; Robert et al., 2009)

which records the activity of the animal through time or as position data (either

two-dimensional or three-dimensional) (Tomkiewicz et al., 2010; Kays et al., 2015)

which tracks the location of the animal through time. As a consequence of these ad-

vances in technology, the demand for accurate and efficient methods to process and

interpret the vast amount of data collected from these projects has become more

necessary and will continue to do so as the tracking technology continues to improve

(Voegeli et al., 2001; López-López, 2016; Jukan et al., 2017).

2.2 Existing Methods for Animal Movement

2.2.1 Hidden Markov Models

Recent studies have used established techniques such as Hidden Markov Models

(HMM) (Franke et al., 2006; Jonsen et al., 2007; Patterson et al., 2008; Langrock

et al., 2012; Woillez et al., 2016) which attempts to derive a walker’s hidden state

sequence from a discrete sequence of observed variables based on movement quanti-

ties such as step lengths and turning angles. The hidden state sequence is typically
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behavioural states such as “encamped” or “exploratory” (Morales et al., 2004) which

roughly corresponds to an animal either staying within a particular location seen to

be its regular point of residence or moving in a state of exploration but other biolog-

ical states may be directed towards survival states and extensions can be made for

environmental factors (Morales et al., 2004). HMM may also be used to extract loca-

tion of animals from noisy GPS data where the discrete nature of the data collection

provides an ideal candidate for a HMM to be applied. HMM are composed of two

probabilistic models which change over time: the transition model which describes

the sequence of states over time; and the observation model which describes the

probability of seeing another state given any currently observed state. It is assumed

that the Markov property holds: that is, the probability of seeing a state at time

tn depends only on the state at tn−1. In the context of animal movement data, the

transition state model may correspond to the position, speed or direction variables

of a walker and is usually the hidden state sequence whilst the observed sequence

may be environmental factors such as temperature. For example, in Woillez et al.

(2016) the intention was to analyse the location of pelagic fish. Here the hidden state

sequence was two-dimensional graphical space whilst the observed sequence was data

collected from sensors involving temperature and depth.

2.2.2 Area Restricted Search

Area Restricted Search (Fauchald & Tveraa, 2003; Weimerskirch et al., 2007; Knell

& Codling, 2012) refers to the foraging pattern of species when attempting to find
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resources such as food and as a result it is a highly useful model for establishing

animal search strategies. It is typically the case that walkers slow down once they

are in a resource-rich environment and will stay there for longer. A forager typically

exhibits two types of strategies: the first is an intensive search which can be seen

through small step lengths and high turning angles which means that an area is

searched in high detail but at a slow rate; the second is an extensive search which

can be seen through large step lengths and low turning angles which means that an

area is not searched in high detail but is covered at a fast rate. As a result, the tran-

sitions between intensive and extensive search strategies is highly relevant not only

for identifying search strategies of foragers but also for gathering information about

the quantity of resources within an environment. A statistical approach that can be

used is a Moving Average (Robinson et al., 2007) which states that the localised net

average velocity or turning angles between an animal’s movement will be different

between intensive and extensive search strategies. This can then be used to detect

the type of search strategy that a walker is performing. Another analysis approach

that can be used is First Passage Time (Tuckwell & Wan, 1984) which refers to the

amount of time that an animal spends within a particular location, typically seen by

overlaying a circle over a plot of the animal’s position. An intensive search strategy

should mean that an animal remains in the circle for a longer period of time, whereas

an extensive search strategy should mean that the walker clears the circle relatively

quickly. It was proposed in Fauchald & Tveraa (2003) that the optimal circle size

should have a radius roughly equal to the diameter of the size of a typical food patch

for that animal, however Barraquand & Benhamou (2008) argued that there was no
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evidence to support this hypothesis. Fractal Dimension (Dicke & Burrough, 1988)

in movement analysis refers to the fractal nature of an animal’s path. It is assumed

that an intensive search strategy should display a larger fractal dimension since an

animal remains in a location for a longer period of time, whereas an extensive search

strategy should display a smaller fractal dimension. Change Point Detection refers

to techniques that attempt to detect significant changes in a walker’s path by plot-

ting the path signal over time. Such methods used to detect changes include Line

Simplification (Douglas & Peucker, 1973; Visvalingam & Whyatt, 1992; Thiebault

& Tremblay, 2013) which looks to reduce the number of vertices in a trajectory to

monitor the impact of path topology and hence determine change points; Change

Point Test (Byrne et al., 2009) which detects significant changes in the orientation

of a walker between two points of a trajectory; Piecewise Regression (Buchin et al.,

2013) which partitions a path into segments and looks to fit a regression line in each

segment to determine significant gradient changes between segments; and Pruned

Exact Time (PELT) Algorithm (Killick et al., 2012).

2.2.3 Levy Flights

Another established theoretical model that is commonly used for animal movement

is Levy Flights (Viswanathan et al., 2000; Codling & Plank, 2011; Zaburdaev et al.,

2015) which hypothesises that animals follow a random walk with step lengths from

a probability distribution with heavy tails. Levy Flights are related to the context of

this report since the movement patterns produced are similar to that of alternating

extensive and intensive search strategies seen in Area Restricted Search behaviour
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(Section 2.2.2). However, there is still debate as to whether Levy Flight models are

truly optimal search strategies in patchy environments since classical random walks

such as composite correlated random walks can be more efficient as a search strategy

that an animal might use (Benhamou, 2007). Following on from Levy Flights is the

Levy Flight Foraging Hypothesis (Sims et al., 2008; Humphries et al., 2010; James et

al., 2011; Sims et al., 2012) which proposes that when predators are struggling to find

food, they abandon the type of random walk typically defined as Brownian Motion

in favour of the rapid, sharp movements and long trajectories of a Levy Flight which

enables very fast and efficient diffusion. This type of behaviour is often described as

fractal movement. An example of where this movement has been explicitly observed

is in marine predators (Travis, 2008; Reynolds, 2014). It has been shown that ani-

mals that display this type of foraging behaviour have a higher number of encounters

with prey (Sims et al., 2008) and may suggest a predator strategy close to theoret-

ical optimum. Despite this, research in recent years has suggested caution to Levy

Flights and Walks due to their omission of biological realism (Benhamou, 2007; Pyke,

2015). In Pyke (2015) assumptions required for Levy Flights such as a featureless en-

vironment and lack of memory was discussed since this implied that animals cannot

respond to past and present information which has questionable biological adequacy.

Also questioned was the assumption that animals are searching for food or some

other resource whereas this may not always be the case; Sueur (2011) suggested that

animals were just moving between known locations, thus having knowledge of the

surrounding environment violating two assumptions of the Levy Flight. There has

also been concern raised with the assumptions of the abundance and density of food
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resources within an environment and whether the Levy Walk model is truly optimal

for foraging. Initially it was suggested that when food is “non-depleting” and occurs

at low density (Viswanathan et al., 1999) a Levy Walk can be used but then others

suggested it was suitable for when resources were sparse (Humphries et al., 2012). As

such other possible models may offer superiority to the Levy Walk (Hills et al., 2013).

2.2.4 Home Range Analysis

Home Range Analysis (Burt, 1943; Jennrich & Turner, 1969; Ford & Krumme, 1979;

Aebischer et al., 1993) refers to the area where an animal lives and moves on a peri-

odic basis. Home ranges may then be able to infer information about resources within

an environment or general animal behaviour based on the size and shape of the home

range (Van Winkle, 1975). It is typically the case that home ranges display Area

Restricted Search strategies associated with intensive searches (Section 2.2.2). One

such method to determine the home-range is to use a kernel-density method (Worton,

1989; Seaman & Powell, 1996) which aims to estimate the distribution of an animal’s

position (utilisation distribution) by means of a probability density function placed

over each point in the location data set corresponding to the relative amount of

time that an animal spends in any one place (Van Winkle, 1975). Another method

used to estimate home range is to construct the minimum convex polygon (MCP)

which completely contains the home range and is still widely in use (Baker, 2001).

Whilst the kernel-density method and the MCP are amongst the more established

methods, more recent developments have shown that a Brownian Bridge Movement
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Model (BBMM) (Horne et al., 2007) and a Dynamic BBMM (Bullard, 1999; Calenge,

2006) may offer a suitable model for analysing Home Ranges by considering that the

probability of an animal being in an area is conditioned on the start and end loca-

tions, the elapsed time between points and the speed of movement. Another recent

method is the Time Geographic Density Estimation (TGDE) (J. A. Downs et al.,

2011; J. Downs et al., 2018) which generates a continuous probability distribution of

an animal’s location over time from tracking data, thus producing contours of rela-

tive intensity. TGDE is a favoured method since it is based on the animal’s speed

of movement and so does not create “false intensities” where an animal could not

have been due to the location and time constraints from the data. There has also

been scope to explore the physical overlap of home ranges of multiple animals and

explore how the dynamics and behaviour of these animals change based on interac-

tions (Macdonald et al., 1980).

3 Hybrid CUSUM Methodology

3.1 Outline of a CUSUM

The aim of this report is to develop a method that uses two-dimensional position data

to detect residency and transition periods within animal movement. This method

can then be applied generally to animal movement data in an attempt to identify

welfare from movement behaviour.
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The concept of a cumulative sum (CUSUM) was introduced by E.S. Page (Page,

1954) as a statistical analysis tool to determine change detection. It has since been

used in a wide variety of situations from the quality-control check of a machine

manufacturing goods (Black & Mejabi, 1995) to ensuring consistent performance of

anaesthetists (Dexter et al., 2014). It is designed to account for natural variability

and only flag up when a situation falls consecutively below a standard specified by

a tolerance level. The purpose of the CUSUM in this situation is to apply it to an

animal data set in order to identify periods when an individual is staying relatively

stationary (defined as a residency) and the periods when an individual is moving

from one area to another (defined as a transition).

3.2 Decision-Interval CUSUM

The Decision-Interval CUSUM (DI-CUSUM) method (Hawkins, 1987; Montgomery

& Gerth, 1998) is a signal analysis tool used to detect change in a system whilst

having the ability to overcome noise. It can be used to determine situations such as

the state of a manufacturing process (or the movement state of individuals as out-

lined here) as either “in-control” or “out-of-control” and determines whether relevant

corrective action needs to take place. The method works by forming a cumulative

sum of standardised observation values to determine whether they have deviated

significantly from the reference mean. In order to compute the ith indicator value Zi

the observation values Xi are standardised according to the reference mean X and
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the control standard deviation σ:

Zi =
Xi −X

σ

In a DI-CUSUM, the reference mean and standard deviation are predefined before the

CUSUM process takes place and remain fixed at these values throughout the process.

Since there will be indicator values above the control mean (Zi > 0) and also indicator

values below the control mean (Zi < 0), two separate CUSUMs are computed for

each case (Hawkins & Olwell, 1998), termed “Upper CUSUM” (θ+) and “Lower

CUSUM” (θ−) respectively. These are both initially set to 0:

θ+0 = 0 and θ−0 = 0

From this, the CUSUM values θi compare whether the observation values are showing

a tendency to deviate by summing the previous CUSUM values θi−1 to the current

indicator value Zi by testing whether the result of the sum is within a tolerance

level h. In order to ensure that the upper CUSUM remains non-negative and the

lower CUSUM remains non-positive, a maximum and minimum check with 0 is used

respectively:

θ+i = max{0, θ+i−1 + Zi − k} and θ−i = min{0, θ−i−1 + Zi + k}

To determine whether the result of the CUSUM is significantly large or relatively
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small, a further tolerance level is set by using the control parameter h. The system

is in-control when the CUSUM values are within the tolerance level:

θ+i < h or |θ−i | < h

The system is out-of-control when the CUSUM values are outside the tolerance level:

θ+i > h or |θ−i | > h

Figure 1: An illustration of a set of observation values with a single value being outside the
tolerance level set by h. Using a system which merely considers whether observation values
are above or below the tolerance level, this outlier would flag the system as out-of-control.

The difference between a CUSUM method compared to purely testing whether each
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individual indicator value is within a particular tolerance level (Figure 1) is that it

is the trend of whether values are starting to deviate away from a reference mean

that is being analysed. This means that individual outliers may not put the system

into a state of out-of-control (depending on the leniency of the allowance parameter

k) unless consecutive indicator values are consistently starting to deviate from the

reference mean (Figure 2).

(a) In-control CUSUM (b) Out-of-control CUSUM

Figure 2: An illustration of an in-control (Figure 2a) vs out-of-control (Figure 2b) DI-
CUSUM signal. CUSUM values above the mean line are termed “Upper CUSUM” and are
displayed in blue and below the mean line are termed “Lower CUSUM” and are displayed in
green. When the CUSUM values are inside the tolerance level set by the value h the system
is said to be in-control, whereas as soon as the CUSUM values go outside the tolerance level
the system is said to be out-of-control and the user stops the process immediately after the
DI-CUSUM is seen to go out-of-control.
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3.3 Self-Starting CUSUM

The DI-CUSUM is applicable to the quality control check of processes where the

expected mean and standard deviation are known beforehand such as a machine

manufacturing goods required to be of a certain size or weight. However, certain

situations show less concern for the system to be constrained between strict values

and direct more attention towards the broader question of whether the system is ex-

hibiting the behaviour of being in-control or out-of-control. As such, these situations

require the mean and standard deviation to be calculated directly from the observation

values whilst the CUSUM is running. This refinement of the DI-CUSUM is called a

Self-Starting CUSUM (SS-CUSUM) method (Hawkins, 1987).

A type of SS-CUSUM would be better-suited to the application outlined in this

report than a DI-CUSUM since the aim is to detect animal deviation from particu-

lar locations in order to identify residencies and transitions. Clearly, the residency

positions will occur at different locations and as such require a mean value to be

calculated directly from the data to give the reference mean rather than being pre-

defined seen with the DI-CUSUM.

The mean X and standard deviation σ are constructed by using consecutive values

up to the current ith position:

Xi =

∑i
k=1Xk

i
and σi =

√∑i
k=1(Xk −Xi)2

i
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meaning that these values will become increasingly accurate as more values are con-

sidered. As a logical result of this, the SS-CUSUM is initially sensitive to noise and

early outliers which may put the system in an out-of-control state too early. An

approach which can be useful for dealing with early outliers is metric winsorization

(Hawkins & Olwell, 2012; Pazhayamadom et al., 2015) which essentially edits the

larger deviation due to the outlying values to more central values by applying a cut-

off threshold known as the winsorizing constant w. The upper and lower CUSUMs

are also updated using this winsorizing constant. Although useful in certain contexts,

metric winsorization is not overly useful for the application of a CUSUM considered

in this report since the the aim is to detect residency and transition states from in-

control and out-of-control states respectively (Section 3.4). It is not useful here since

the small level of error in the system is overcome by using an adequate value for the

standard deviation (Section 3.5.1) and as such, any large outliers are probably due

to the animal moving (transitory) which means that the system should be detected

as out-of-control.

Using these values of the mean and standard deviation, the CUSUM is constructed

in the same way as the DI-CUSUM, with standardised observation values Xi forming

the indicator values Zi:

Zi =
Xi −Xi

σi

The Upper and Lower CUSUM are both initially set to zero

θ+0 = 0 and θ−0 = 0
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and then defined as

θ+i = max{0, θ+i−1 + Zi − k} and θ−i = min{0, θ−i−1 + Zi + k}

where k is the allowance parameter. The tolerance level for the CUSUM is set by h,

with the system being in-control when the CUSUM values are within the tolerance

level:

θ+i < h or |θ−i | < h

and out-of-control when the CUSUM values are outside the tolerance level:

θ+i > h or |θ−i | > h

3.4 Hybrid CUSUM

The CUSUM approach outlined in this report is a hybrid in two respects: firstly,

whilst the mean is calculated from observation data as seen in a SS-CUSUM (Sec-

tion 3.3), the standard deviation is predefined (Section 3.5.1) as seen in a DI-CUSUM

(Section 3.2); secondly, once the CUSUM detects the system to be in a state of out-of-

control, a second algorithm is implemented to detect when the system is considered

to be back in-control (Section 3.5.2) and the CUSUM restarts from when the system

is thought to be back in-control (Figure 3).

For a Hybrid CUSUM, the system is initially defined as being in-control. The stan-

dard deviation σ is predefined and the mean X is calculated by using consecutive
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values up to the ith position:

Xi =

∑i
k=1Xk

i

For as long as the CUSUM is defined as being in-control, the mean is calculated in

this way, meaning that the longer the CUSUM is in-control for, the more-accurate

the mean value becomes since more values are being considered. Each iteration of

the in-control CUSUM is standardised to produce an indicator variable Zi:

Zi =
Xi −X

σ

where Xi is the ith value being considered.

The Hybrid CUSUM is otherwise constructed in a similar way to that of the DI-

CUSUM or SS-CUSUM with Upper and Lower CUSUM values initially set to zero:

θ+0 = 0 and θ−0 = 0

then defined as:

θ+i = max{0, θ+i−1 + Zi − k} and θ−i = min{0, θ−i−1 + Zi + k}

where k is an allowance parameter. The Hybrid CUSUM is defined as out-of-control

when either the θ+ or θ− exceeds the tolerance value h:

θ+i > h or |θ−i | > h
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Whereas a DI-CUSUM or SS-CUSUM is set to stop once the system is detected

as being in a state of out-of-control, one of the novelties of the Hybrid CUSUM

is to initiate a second algorithm to detect when the system comes back in-control

and then automatically restart the Hybrid CUSUM process from this new in-control

point (Section 3.5.2). Once the system is defined as in-control at position j, the

Hybrid CUSUM runs using a similar method to that outlined above, with the same

predefined standard deviation and the mean calculated from the jth position up to

the ith position for which the CUSUM is still defined to be in-control:

Xi =

∑i
k=j Xk

i− j

and Upper and Lower CUSUM values at position j set to zero:

θ+j = 0 and θ−j = 0
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(a) Raw Signal (b) Raw Signal (c) Raw Signal

(d) DI-CUSUM (e) SS-CUSUM (f) Hybrid CUSUM

Figure 3: A comparison of how a DI-CUSUM (Figure 3d), SS-CUSUM (Figure 3e) and Hybrid CUSUM (Figure 3f) may
deal with the same type of raw signal (Figures 3a, 3b and 3c). The Upper CUSUM θ+ is drawn in blue and the Lower
CUSUM θ− is drawn in green. The mean is marked on the CUSUM plots and the red dotted line corresponds to the tolerance
level h. The system is defined as being out-of-control when either θ+ or |θ−| exceeds h.



3.5 Applying the Hybrid CUSUM to animal position data

Since this application requires the CUSUM to detect an animal changing locations,

two-dimensional location data is converted into one-dimensional distance data by

measuring the distance of the individual from a given origin position:

Distance From Origin =
√

(xi − x0)2 + (yi − y0)2

where (x0, y0) is the location of the origin and (xi, yi) is the location of the animal

at a time step i.

Aside from fixing the standard deviation whilst calculating the mean from the data

and allowing the CUSUM to restart once the system is detected as back in-control

(Section 3.4), another of the novelties of this particular application of a CUSUM is

to implement a shifting origin so that the distance from the origin (DFO) is always

calculated from the last-known residency position rather than from an arbitrary

fixed location. If distance is measured from an arbitrary fixed origin position then

this could theoretically result in a transition movement along a contour not being

detected because the animal would be regarded as a consistent distance from the

origin whilst on that contour (Figure 4a). This approach of using a fixed origin

was outlined in Woor (2017) where a similar Hybrid CUSUM was applied to the

same cow data set described in this report. Whilst this application could not easily

be applied to other animal movement data sets due to the disadvantages already

described, it worked for the particular application in Woor (2017) since the data set

in question involved dairy cows whose movements were restricted by the layout of the

barn which generally prevented cows from moving along contours for considerable

periods of time. The CUSUM involving a shifting origin described in this report is

a refinement of this fixed-origin CUSUM and has the advantage that it can be
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applied more generally to other animal movement data sets by continuously mov-

ing the origin position to the most-recent residency position. As such, even if an

animal is moving along a contour, the CUSUM will only detect a transition if the in-

dividual has deviated far enough from the last-known residency position (Figure 4b).

When the Hybrid CUSUM is in-control the animal is defined to be in a state of

residency since the location of the individual remains suitably close together. By

contrast, when the Hybrid CUSUM is out-of-control the animal is defined to be in a

state of transition since the location of the individual is shown to be moving away

from previous positions. For convenience, the animal is initially defined to be in-

control and the initial origin position (x0, y0) is calculated by using the mean of the

first ten position coordinates of the animal. The Hybrid CUSUM then runs in an

identical way to that described in Section 3.4 with the mean of DFO values being

used to form the running mean X. Considering the data has been standardised, a k

and h value of 1 is deemed to be appropriate since this corresponds to one standard

deviation or an allowable deviation within a circle of radius three metres (see Section

3.5.1).

Once an animal has entered a transition state, the system should enter a state of

out-of-control and the mean of all the x and y ordinates whilst the system has most-

recently been in-control is recorded as the best approximation of the most-recent

residency position and a second algorithm (see Section 3.5.2) is initiated which de-

tects when the system comes back in-control. When the system re-enters a state of
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(a) Fixed origin

(b) Shifting origin

Figure 4: An illustration of the limitations of a fixed origin position and the advantages of
a shifting origin position.
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in-control, this should correspond to an animal entering a residency state and the Hy-

brid CUSUM restarts from this point using the same method identified in Section 3.4.

3.5.1 Standard deviation

Fixing the value for standard deviation can be justified from a biological perspective

since, in this context, it is the expected amount of deviation that an animal is ex-

pected to make whilst in a state of residency. For instance, it is highly unlikely that

once an animal is classified as being in a residency it will remain completely static

in that location without moving around slightly. Clearly, if the standard deviation is

too small then even slight movements would most-likely get detected by the CUSUM

as being out-of-control and hence flag the animal as being in a state of transition,

whereas an excessively large value may result in key transitions being missed due to

being included within the allowable deviation from the residency position. This idea

was developed further for the application to dairy cows considered in this report and

is discussed in section 4.1.1.

3.5.2 Detecting when the system is back in-control

Once the CUSUM moves to an out-of-control state, the Hybrid CUSUM is stopped

and a second algorithm is initiated to determine when the system is back in-control.

This is achieved by looking at a window size of n positions and analyses whether the

position points within this window are clustered together or more spread-out (Figure
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5). If a high number of the position points within this window are clustered together

then this likely indicates that the animal has entered a state of residency and so the

CUSUM algorithm can restart centered around this new residency position. If, how-

ever, the position points are more spread-out then this is likely because the animal

is still moving and so the algorithm advances the window forward and continues to

search for position points clustered together.

The working of this algorithm involves taking the mean of the next n position values

from where the system is defined to be out-of-control at point i and this value becomes

the origin (x0, y0):

(x0, y0) =

(∑i+n
k=i xk
n

,

∑i+n
k=i yk
n

)
where xk and yk are the kth position ordinates and i is the start value of the window.

The next n distances D are then measured from this origin position (x0, y0) using

the respective position coordinates (x, y):

Di =
√

(xi − x0)2 + (yi − y0)2

Di+1 =
√

(xi+1 − x0)2 + (yi+1 − y0)2

...

Di+n =
√

(xi+n − x0)2 + (yi+n − y0)2

Successive distances within this window of length n are standardised and compared
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to see whether they fall within a given tolerance level:

Di+1 −Di

σ
< t

Di+2 −Di+1

σ
< t

...

Dn −Dn−1

σ
< t

where t is a defined tolerance that the distances have to be within in order to suggest

they are suitably close together.

If a defined number m of these successive distances are close together then the system

can be considered as in-control and the CUSUM restarts around the central value

of this window. If this condition is not met then the system is still defined to be

out-of-control and the window of n distances to be tested is advanced to start at the

(i+ 1)th position and the process is repeated. This algorithm continues until such a

time when the successive distances are suitably close together to define the system

as back in-control.
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Figure 5: An example of two windows of 11 position points being considered whilst the
system is out-of-control. The mean position from these n points is found and taken to form
the origin (x0, y0). Distances of each of these 11 position points from (x0, y0) are measured
and if enough of these successive distances are suitably close together, the system is defined
to be in-control.
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Figure 6: A decision tree outlining the algorithm used to monitor the state of the system
through time
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4 Developing the Hybrid CUSUM method for ap-

plications with animal movement data

4.1 The Data Set

Figure 7: A map of the barn. The cows considered in this report had the resting area at the
top of the map, accessed the feeding area across the center of the map and were taken off
to be milked down a passage on the right-hand-side of the map to a separate milking area
in the bottom-right of the map.

The Hybrid CUSUM outlined in this report has been applied to a data set of Hol-

stein dairy cows housed within a commercial farm in Essex, UK. The data set was

collected as part of a collaboration between Writtle University and the University of

Essex and consists of 10 lame cows and 10 non-lame cows which were selected from

a much larger herd and tracked for seven days from the 22nd to the 28th of January.

Although data was collected for the full seven days, biologists monitoring the cows
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suggested that the data from the 22nd of January would not provide accurate results

since the trackers had just been fitted and so the cows may not exhibit their true

behaviour whilst they adjusted to the sensation of having a tracker attached to them.

Data for the 28th of January was also deemed unusable by the biologists since the

breed classifier was working at the farm on this day, resulting in the cows being out

of the barn for long periods of time and thus disrupting their daily routine. As such,

only data from the 23rd to the 27th of January was used on the advice of the biologists

from Writtle University overseeing the collection of the data. Upon closer inspection

of the data, it was found that sensor information for one non-lame cow was not valid

for four out of the five days of collection and so the decision was made to remove

this cow from the analysis, leaving ten lame and nine non-lame cows left in the study.

Data was collected every eight seconds using an Omnisense Series 500 Cluster Ge-

olocation System (Omnisense, 2013) which enabled relative position and tri-axial

accelerometer signals to be collected wirelessly through a network of mobile sensors

attached via collars to the cows’ necks and stationary sensors fixed to points in the

barn. The data was converted into CSV format and produced a full time and date

code to a millisecond level of accuracy, the unique identification code of the sen-

sor, three-dimensional position coordinates relative to a corner of the barn and the

mean and peak accelerometer signal collected over the eight seconds. Alongside this,

observation data from biologists monitoring the cows’ movements, milk yields and

medical records were also provided.
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The layout of the barn consisted of three zones (Figure 7): a resting area with open

cubicles; an open feeding passage spanning the width of the barn; and a separate

milking area. Although Figure 7 shows cubicles and feeding area access from both

sides of the barn, the cows considered in this report were housed in the top half of

the barn. The daily routine of the cows involved them being separated into groups

to be milked three times a day, broadly corresponding to morning, noon and evening.

4.1.1 Standard deviation

A rudimentary value of the standard deviation can be set depending on the size of

the animal being considered and the amount of noise and error in the system. In

the application considered in this report, dairy cows are of interest which are typi-

cally around two metres making a standard deviation of 2 a logical value to initially

be used, although further exploration concludes that a standard deviation of 2 is

slightly too small (see Figures 8 and 9). The data has also been smoothed (Section

4.2.2) which means that there is not as much noise in the system for the standard

deviation to take account for, putting more emphasis on the size of the animal being

considered for the value of the standard deviation. As a form of verification of the

rudimentary value for standard deviation and to provide more certainty, the CUSUM

can be run with varying values of standard deviation and the number of residencies

and transitions detected can be plotted (Figure 8). A justification for the range of

values for this parameter could be used such as that seen in Knell & Codling (2012)

which argues that a standard deviation in the region of 2 to 4 would be appropri-
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Figure 8: The amount of transitions against values of standard deviation (top) and the
amount of transitions against values of standard deviation (bottom)
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ate since values below this are detecting high numbers of residencies and transitions

that are likely noise or small deviations by the animal, whilst standard deviation val-

ues above this detect much fewer residencies and so are missing key small transitions.

The technique used to verify the standard deviation in this report however, was to

use the two-dimensional position data over the course of a day. The CUSUM results

could be used to identify the location of each of the residencies and circles with radii

defined by the standard deviation centered around each detected residency location

and superimposed over the two-dimensional position plot (Figure 9). The result was

a clear visual verification of whether the residencies were big enough to contain typ-

ical slight deviations of the animal whilst in a residency or too large that transitions

were not being included. The conclusion was that a standard deviation of 3 should

be used for this particular application.

Notice that for larger standard deviations, some residencies are not centered exactly

on the obvious residency location. This is because a larger standard deviation value

allows more deviation between successive distances in order to be defined as in a res-

idency state from a transition state which means that the system is defined as being

in-control earlier. A larger standard deviation also allows more movement within

a residency state which means that it takes longer for the animal to be detected

as entering a transition state, thus it takes longer for the system to be detected as

entering an out-of-control state. Both of these situations will cause the center of the

residency to be slightly off-center of the “true” residency location.
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(a) σ = 2 (b) σ = 3 (c) σ = 4

(d) σ = 5 (e) σ = 6 (f) σ = 7

(g) σ = 8 (h) σ = 9 (i) σ = 10

Figure 9: 2D position data with circles centered around the location of each detected residency. The radius of each circle is
given by the standard deviation and gives a visual indication of the allowable deviation of the animal before being classified
as a transition state. The circles have been coloured to match the colour coding of where the animal is situated through time.



4.2 Initial Data Analysis and Processing

4.2.1 Position and Accelerometer Data

The data used in this report consists of twenty dairy cows with accelerometer and

three-dimensional position data being collected every eight seconds over the course

of seven days (Section 4.1). Initial data analysis shows the plots of the x and y

coordinates of each cow over the course of a day to show its position. This can be

further improved by applying a colour gradient to the points according to time to

further illustrate the cow’s path over the course of the day (Figure 10a). Although

not the focus of this report, plotting the accelerometer signal against time can give

an indication of activity over the course of the day with low activity broadly corre-

sponding to resting and high activity broadly corresponding to feeding (Figure 10b).

It can be seen in Figure 10a that there are clusters of points where a cow is staying

in the same location for prolonged periods of time. These are the residency periods

which the Hybrid CUSUM is designed to accurately detect. It is also interesting to

note that the lower activity levels in Figure 10b correspond to the same residency

periods in Figures 10a and 10c; the amount of activity during these periods deter-

mines the type of activity (resting, feeding, milking) that the cow is doing. It is

also important to note that a residency in the feeding area will probably have higher

activity than a residency in the resting area.
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One apparent difficulty to overcome when working with the data is that sensor

changes would frequently occur meaning that a cow may start the day with one

sensor but finish the day with another sensor. These sensor changes were common

due to either a signal loss (Section 4.1) or simply because the battery had run out of

charge. Whilst sensor information was monitored as closely as possible for just such

situations and sensors changed as promptly as possible, there are instances where

the data is not valid or days where the cow information is spread across two sensors.

Since some analysis has already been carried out with the data and the data has

had to be cleaned before use, it was deemed sufficient to remove data which had

already been deemed unusable for other studies without the need for extra first-hand

cleaning. As an example, one non-lame cow was completely removed from further

analysis since four of the five days resulted in a signal loss.
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(a) x and y position data
(b) Accelerometer data

(c) Distance from the origin point (40,0)

Figure 10: An example of the data collected by the sensors for one cow over the course
of one day. Figure 10a shows plot of x and y position data, Figure 10b shows a plot of
accelerometer data and Figure 10c shows a plot of the distance from an arbitrary fixed
origin position (40,0). Figures 10a, 10b and 10c have been smoothed using a 30 time point
moving window.



4.2.2 Smoothing

Although this data set is of very high resolution with data being collected every

eight seconds, there is also a lot of noise within the data due to the construction of

the barn and the way that the data was collected. Location data was collected by

measuring the relative distance of each of the mobile sensors from each other with

the exact positions being pinpointed by the fixed stationary sensors. The barn itself

consists of a multitude of metal structures such as the cubicles and the feeding area

which resulted in signals from the sensors being reflected off of the metal surfaces

creating noise. As such, a suitable smoothing window is required to remove this level

of noise from the data.

The smoothing applied to the data was by using a moving window of a fixed sized

n that takes the average of all x ordinates and y ordinates within this window to

produce a smoothed coordinate at point i:

(xi, yi) =

(∑i+n
k=i xk
n

,

∑i+n
k=i yk
n

)

The size of the window to be considered was varied between 5 and 100 time points

to see which would give data which is smoothed enough to remove unwanted noise,

whilst not smoothed too much to remove important details. A window size of 30 time

steps was deemed appropriate which corresponds to 4 minutes worth of smoothing.

Whilst there is still some noise present with this smoothing window, enough fine

trajectory detail is left and a CUSUM process should act further to smooth some of
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the noise in the system.

As a further verification, different smoothing windows were run through the Hy-

brid CUSUM algorithm and the number of transitions and residencies detected was

plotted (Figure 11). For smoothing windows between 0 and 20 time points, large

amounts of noise is still present in the data and so the algorithm is detecting the sys-

tem to regularly switch between in-control and out-of-control states. For smoothing

windows above 40 time points, less noise is present

4.3 Testing the back in-control window size

When the Hybrid CUSUM detects the system to enter a state of out-of-control, a

second algorithm is initiated to detect when the system re-enters a state of in-control

again (Section 3.5.2). The original algorithm for doing this can be found in Appendix

A and was not retained since it falsely detected residency periods which were veri-

fied by using a similar plot to Figure 9. The improved algorithm used in this report

identifies when the system is back in-control by using a window size of n points and

taking the mean of these n coordinates to be the origin (x0, y0). The distances of

these n points from this origin position is calculated and if m of these successive

distances are within a given tolerance level t, then the system is defined to be in-

control. Otherwise the algorithm is advanced to the next time point.

The three parameters that needed to be considered here are the number of points

in the window n, the number of these points needed to be suitably close together m
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Figure 11: The total number of transitions tested against varying smoothing window sizes
for lame cows (top) and non-lame cows (bottom)
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and the acceptable tolerance level which these successive points need to be within

t. The method for choosing the value of the standard deviation was to use circles

with the same radius as the standard deviation, centered on the residency position,

overlaid on the position trajectory plot (Figure 9). This provided a visual verification

that could be used to adjust the standard deviation to include the cow’s expected

deviation within a residency state. A similar method could be used to verify the

parameters used here and to prevent large amounts of false-positive residencies from

being detected.

It was quickly realised that the optimisation process could be reduced by imposing

the condition that every point within the window of size n had to be within the

tolerance level which meant that the parameter m was equal to n. From this, the

parameter t could be justified. Since differences between the successive distances

were being standardised, a t of 1 would correspond to an allowance that successive

points could be within 3 metres of each other; each successive time point is 8 seconds

apart so a t value of 1 would mean that the cow has to travel less than 3 metres in

8 seconds in order to be defined as in-control. Given that the aim is to detect when

the cow is starting to slow down, the successive distances should be suitably smaller

than the distance which a cow is expected to travel in 8 seconds. Given also that a

dairy cow does not move relatively quickly, it is perfectly possible that a cow may

indeed only travel 3 metres in 8 seconds, as such a t value less than 1 is required. It

was concluded that a t value of 0.1 which corresponds to 0.3 metres was appropriate

since if a cow had entered a state of residency and so successive distances should
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only deviate by a small amount. Certainly, if a cow is in a transition state, it should

travel more than 0.3 metres in 8 seconds.

Whilst changing the value of t, the number of points that were being considered n

was also changed. Since all points within this window were required to be within the

tolerance t, then smaller values of n will detect short residencies which may be use-

ful in the context of this report when analysing the difference in behaviour between

lame cows and non-lame cows but this has the added disadvantage that some of these

short residencies would be noise. Alternatively, large values of n will detect longer

residencies and will likely remove large amounts of noise, however short residencies

will not be detected. As such, two values of n were chosen: 11 time points which

corresponded to 88 seconds (approximately one-and-a-half minutes) and would de-

tect the shorter residencies; and 75 time points which corresponds to 600 seconds

(10 minutes) and would detect the longer residencies.

Once the system is defined to be in-control, the algorithm states that the position

in middle of the window is the most appropriate point at which the system is back

in control, since it is the point closest to the mean position of the window (x0, y0)

which the cow was actually at.
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4.4 Summary Data Collected from the Hybrid CUSUM Al-

gorithm

The data used in the Hybrid CUSUM was x and y position data correct to two

decimal places (0.01 meters) and time and date code correct to the nearest second

(recognising that data was collected every eight seconds). This allowed the CUSUM

to collect data about where the cow was in a state of residency in the barn but also

when the cow was in a state of residency or transition. From this, information such

as the duration of a residency or transition and the types of the transitions (such as

moving from the feeding area to the resting area) can be inferred.

From the time point when the CUSUM detects the system to be back in-control, the

time code is recorded to be the start of a residency and the end of a transition. The

CUSUM then runs until it detects a state of out-of-control, at which point the run-

ning mean used whilst the system was in-control is recorded as the residency position

for that period and the time code is recorded to be the end of a residency and the

start of a transition. The duration of the residency can be calculated as being the

amount of time between the start of a residency and the end of a residency, likewise

for transition duration to be the amount of time between the start of a transition

and the end of a transition.

Identifying whether each residency is in the resting area, feeding area or milking area

can be achieved by looking at the map of the barn (Figure 7) and identifying that

a y-ordinate: above 20 should broadly correspond to the resting area; between 10
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and 20 should broadly correspond to the feeding area; and below 10 should broadly

correspond to the milking passage or milking parlour (which for convenience will be

classified as the milking area). The residency positions are then classified using these

criteria to give each residency as either in the resting area, feeding area or milking

area. Transitions between each zone can be inferred by considering consecutive res-

idency states since a transition must have occurred between each residency. It is

important to note that this method is only able to identify that a cow was resident

within the resting area, feeding area or milking area rather than being able to specify

that it was explicitly resting, feeding or being milked since it is only location data

that is being used. For example, a cow may be resident in the feeding area but not

doing the activity of feeding. Combining the CUSUM approach with an accelerome-

ter signal approach such as that seen in Diosdado et al. (2015) will be able to identify

with more certainty that a cow is indeed resting, feeding or milking in each of the

separate zones. It was not deemed necessary to use such analysis since the scope

of this report is to develop a method to identify residency and transition behaviour

based solely on position data.

In order to provide a visual way of displaying the result from the CUSUM of whether

a cow is in a state of transition or residency through time, a 0 is recorded for every

time point when the system is defined as being in-control (i.e. a state of residency)

and a 1 is recorded for every time point when the system is defined as being out-

of-control (i.e. a transition). The value of this counter is then plotted against time

to give a binary plot for all the time points when the cow is in a residency and a
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transition. This visual verification is enhanced when directly compared to the dis-

tance from a fixed origin in the barn and the distance from the most recent residency

location since it is possible to see that periods which are horizontal or flat on the

distance plots imply that a cow was not moving and so should be plotted as 0 on the

binary CUSUM plot, whereas the periods which are spiked and show clear movement

on the distance plots should be plotted as 1 on the CUSUM plot (Figure 12).
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(a) A CUSUM plot using an out-of-control window size of 11 time points
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(b) A CUSUM plot using an out-of-control window size of 75 time points

Figure 12: Plots showing the binary nature of a CUSUM: 0 for an in-control/residency
period and 1 for an out-of-control/transition period. Notice that with 11 time points the
CUSUM detects smaller residencies and so the CUSUM plot switches more frequently be-
tween in-control and out-of-control whereas with 75 time points only the larger residencies
are detected and as such the CUSUM remains in a state for longer.
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5 Results

5.1 Hybrid CUSUM consistency with observation data

5.1.1 Method to check consistency

Whilst the data was being collected, a team of biologists also collected observation

data for a portion of four of the five usable days which can be used to verify the

consistency of the Hybrid CUSUM. The observation data was collected by using a

two-dimensional grid overlaying a map of the barn and then each of the twenty cows

were plotted in the square that they were observed to be closest to. The activity of

the cow was also noted, although this type of observation data is more directed to

the accelerometer data and so is of limited use for the application of the CUSUM

described here. This observation took place over successive twenty-minute windows

and it is important to note that only the start time of each window was noted

meaning that the observation could have actually been made at any time during a

twenty-minute window.

This data has been used to monitor the consistency of the CUSUM results with the

observed data collected by the biologists. Using this observation data, it is possible

to extract whether a cow has moved positions between two successive twenty-minute

windows, thus implying that a transition has taken place, otherwise suggesting that

the cow has remained in a state of residency. Note that the observation data only

suggests whether a residency has taken place since it is feasible for a cow to have

left the recorded position during an observation window, thus entering a transition
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state, but returned to the same position before the next observation window. In

such situations, the observation data would suggest a residency to have taken place,

when in reality the cow had been in a transition state. This requires more emphasis

to be placed on the transitions extracted from the observation data rather than the

residencies.

Extracting a residency or transition state from the observation data is achieved

by taking the observed position coordinates of two successive observation windows

t1 = (x1, y1) and t2 = (x2, y2) and measuring the change in distance D from each

other:

Dt1,t2 =
√

(x1 − x2)2 + (y1 − y2)2

If this distance D is less than or equal to a given tolerance then it is concluded that

the observation data has recorded no transition occurring, whereas if D is greater

than the given tolerance then the observation data has shown a transition occurring.

A sensible value for the tolerance level is 3 since this corresponds to 3 metres which

is the same as the chosen standard deviation of the Hybrid CUSUM.

Since the data collected from the Hybrid CUSUM includes the start and finish times

of transition and residency periods, it is possible to assign every time of the day

to either a transition or residency state for each cow. If the observation data has

suggested a transition to have occurred between two successive twenty-minute win-

dows, this allows a forty-minute window for the cow to have entered a transition

state. The times of this forty-minute window are then compared with the transition
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times recorded by the Hybrid CUSUM for the same cow to check for consistency.

For convenience, a counter system is used to count every transition suggested by

the observation data with a 1 and then assigning a separate counter with either a

1 if the Hybrid CUSUM has also identified a transition or a 0 otherwise. The total

number of 1s recorded by each counter are compared to give a percentage of transi-

tions identified by the CUSUM when the observation data also identifies a transition.

The same consistency check was repeated with the residency states identified by the

observation data and comparing whether the Hybrid CUSUM has also detected a res-

idency state during this period. Care needs to be taken with interpreting the results

of this approach however, since the observation data was recorded by approximating

the location of the cow to the nearest square on the grid which was overlying the plan

of the barn. It may have been, for example, that the resolution of the grid was not

overly high and so the cow may have been in a transition state for the forty-minute

period (two-successive twenty-minute windows) but the entire transition took place

within the same square of the grid used to overlay the map of the barn and so was

suggested as being resident by the observation data. The other alternative was that

the cow was recorded as being in a location in one observation window then moved

to another part of the barn but came back to the same location to be recorded as

not having moved for the next observation window. As such, both of these scenarios

would have recorded the cow as resident for the forty-minute period by the observa-

tion data, when in fact the CUSUM data would have detected it as being in a state

of transition. This would not happen with the transition consistency check since if
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the location of a cow is recorded to be different between two successive observation

windows, then the cow must have moved and so must have entered a transition state.

This means that the residency consistency check may not give as consistent results

as the transition consistency check.

5.1.2 Results of the consistency check compared with the Hybrid CUSUM

Observed
Residencies

Detected
Residencies

Consistency
Percentage

Observed
Transitions

Detected
Transitions

Consistency
Percentage

Cow 2344 Day 2 7 0 0 9 9 100

Cow 2010 Day 2 5 3 60 11 11 100

Cow 2060 Day 2 8 3 37.5 8 8 100

Cow 1891 Day 2 5 1 20 12 12 100

Cow 1078 Day 2 8 2 25 8 8 100

Cow 2616 Day 2 9 1 11.11 7 7 100

Cow 2302 Day 2 11 2 18.18 5 5 100

Cow 2003 Day 2 8 4 50 8 8 100

Cow 1184 Day 2 9 0 0 7 7 100

Cow 1340 Day 2 6 3 50 10 10 100

Cow 2959 Day 2 6 1 16.67 10 10 100

Cow 2512 Day 2 6 4 66.67 9 9 100

Cow 2472 Day 2 5 1 20 11 11 100

Cow 2179 Day 2 5 1 20 11 11 100

Cow 2172 Day 2 6 3 50 10 10 100

Cow 2153 Day 2 8 3 37.5 8 8 100

Cow 1892 Day 2 8 1 12.5 7 7 100

Cow 1491 Day 2 4 0 0 12 12 100

Cow 2596 Day 2 8 2 25 8 8 100
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Observed
Residencies

Detected
Residencies

Consistency
Percentage

Observed
Transitions

Detected
Transitions

Consistency
Percentage

Cow 2344 Day 3 0 0 NA 11 11 100

Cow 2010 Day 3 0 0 NA 11 11 100

Cow 2060 Day 3 1 0 0 10 10 100

Cow 1891 Day 3 0 0 NA 11 11 100

Cow 1078 Day 3 1 1 100 10 10 100

Cow 2616 Day 3 0 0 NA 11 11 100

Cow 2302 Day 3 1 1 100 10 10 100

Cow 2003 Day 3 0 0 NA 11 11 100

Cow 1184 Day 3 1 1 100 10 10 100

Cow 1340 Day 3 0 0 NA 10 10 100

Cow 2959 Day 3 0 0 NA 11 11 100

Cow 2512 Day 3 1 0 0 10 10 100

Cow 2472 Day 3 0 0 NA 11 11 100

Cow 2179 Day 3 1 1 100 10 10 100

Cow 2172 Day 3 0 0 NA 11 11 100

Cow 2153 Day 3 1 1 100 9 9 100

Cow 1892 Day 3 0 0 NA 11 11 100

Cow 1491 Day 3 0 0 NA 11 11 100

Cow 2596 Day 3 1 1 100 10 10 100

Observed
Residencies

Detected
Residencies

Consistency
Percentage

Observed
Transitions

Detected
Transitions

Consistency
Percentage

Cow 2344 Day 5 1 1 100 13 13 100

Cow 2010 Day 5 0 0 NA 14 14 100

Cow 2060 Day 5 1 0 0 13 13 100

Cow 1891 Day 5 1 0 0 12 12 100

Cow 1078 Day 5 2 1 50 12 12 100

Cow 2616 Day 5 1 0 0 12 12 100

Cow 2302 Day 5 0 0 NA 14 14 100

Cow 2003 Day 5 0 0 NA 14 14 100

Cow 1184 Day 5 2 1 50 12 12 100

Cow 1340 Day 5 2 2 100 12 12 100

Cow 2959 Day 5 0 0 NA 13 13 100

Cow 2512 Day 5 0 0 NA 14 14 100

Cow 2472 Day 5 1 1 100 13 13 100

Cow 2179 Day 5 0 0 NA 14 14 100

Cow 2172 Day 5 0 0 NA 14 14 100

Cow 2153 Day 5 1 1 100 13 13 100

Cow 1892 Day 5 0 0 NA 14 14 100

Cow 1491 Day 5 2 2 100 12 12 100

Cow 2596 Day 5 0 0 NA 13 13 100
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Observed
Residencies

Detected
Residencies

Consistency
Percentage

Observed
Transitions

Detected
Transitions

Consistency
Percentage

Cow 2344 Day 6 5 3 60 26 26 100

Cow 2010 Day 6 3 3 100 30 30 100

Cow 2060 Day 6 1 0 0 32 32 100

Cow 1891 Day 6 2 2 100 30 30 100

Cow 1078 Day 6 2 1 50 31 31 100

Cow 2616 Day 6 2 2 100 31 31 100

Cow 2302 Day 6 4 1 25 28 28 100

Cow 2003 Day 6 2 2 100 31 31 100

Cow 1184 Day 6 6 3 50 27 27 100

Cow 1340 Day 6 1 0 0 32 32 100

Cow 2959 Day 6 2 2 100 30 30 100

Cow 2512 Day 6 1 0 0 32 32 100

Cow 2472 Day 6 3 2 66.67 31 31 100

Cow 2179 Day 6 2 2 100 31 31 100

Cow 2172 Day 6 3 3 100 28 28 100

Cow 2153 Day 6 0 0 NA 32 32 100

Cow 1892 Day 6 4 2 50 30 30 100

Cow 1491 Day 6 2 0 0 31 31 100

Cow 2596 Day 6 1 1 100 32 32 100

Observed
Residencies

Detected
Residencies

Consistency
Percentage

Observed
Transitions

Detected
Transitions

Consistency
Percentage

All Cows 200 79 39.5 1193 1193 100

Table 1: Comparing consistency of the observation data with the CUSUM data for an
out-of-control window size of 11 time points.

The results for this consistency check can be seen in Table 1 where the number

of transitions and residencies suggested by the observation data is given and then

comparing whether the same state is identified by the Hybrid CUSUM for the same

observation period to give a percentage. It can be seen that every transition period

identified by the observation data was also detected by the Hybrid CUSUM which

means that our CUSUM consistently identifies out-of-control periods. The residency

periods have a much lower consistency but this is probably due to the data collection

method of the observation data (as described above) rather than necessarily a failure

of the Hybrid CUSUM. It is important to note that other verification methods such
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as that seen in Section 3.5.1 where the residency locations identified by the Hybrid

CUSUM were superimposed over the position plot of the cow (Figure 9) which clearly

showed that the CUSUM correctly identifies residency periods.

5.2 Statistical Analysis

The main aim of this report is to develop a Hybrid CUSUM methodology for the

application of movement analysis in order to identify the residency and transition

behaviour of domestic animals. Consequently, the data set used in this report is pri-

marily intended to test the method of the Hybrid CUSUM and provide an indication

of how this method could be used when applied to animal data sets. Despite this

however, it is interesting to see whether such methodology is able to detect biological

differences in movement behaviour between lame and non-lame cows within the same

herd.

One of the statistical tests carried out was using the Welch t-Test (Welch, 1947)

since the aim is to test if there is a difference between the movements of a sample of

ten lame cows and nine non-lame cows with null and alternative hypotheses:

H0 : there is no significant difference between the means of the two samples

H1 : there is a significant difference between the means of the two samples

A Welch t-Test was initially deemed to be appropriate for this application since the

sizes of the two samples are relatively small and the two samples cannot be assumed to
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have equal variances. The Welch t-Test has to assume that the samples are normally

distributed, and so the Shapiro-Wilks Test for normality was used (Shapiro & Wilk,

1965) with null and alternative hypotheses:

H0 : the sample is normally distributed

H1 : the sample is not normally distributed

The outcome of the Shapiro-Wilks tests resulted in a small p-value for both samples

at the 5% significance level which suggested that the majority of the data was not

normally distributed and so the conclusion was made to substitute the Welch t-Test

for the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test which is a non-parametric test that does not

assume the same normality condition as the Welch t-Test. The null and alternative

hypotheses for the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test are the same as the Welch t-Test:

H0 : there is no significant difference between the means of the two samples

H1 : there is a significant difference between the means of the two samples

The results for the Welch t-Test and the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test (Wilcoxon,

1945) gave very similar p-values and suggested significant differences in the same

areas which provides evidence for the confidence of the results (the results for the

Welch t-Test can be found in Appendix B for reference).

Since multiple Wilcoxon Signed Rank Tests are being carried out on the same data,

the chance of getting a significant result being a false-positive (Type I Error) is
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increased so one must carry out a post-hoc correction procedure to suggest which

significant results may be false-positives. The correction procedure used was the

Benjamini-Hochberg (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995) which is appropriate for this

situation when multiple test have been carried out on the same sets of data. The

Benjamini-Hochberg procedure ranks (r) the p-values from the Wilcoxon Signed

Rank Test from smallest to largest and compares it to the total number of tests

considered (n) and a chosen false discovery rate (Q) to produce a critical value:

Benjamini-Hochberg Critical Value =
r

n
×Q

Since the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test was carried out at the 5% level of significance,

the false discovery rate of 5% was also chosen for the Benjamini-Hochberg correction

procedure. The largest ranked significant p-value from the Wilcoxon Signed Rank

Test which is less than the Benjamini-Hochberg critical value and all p-values ranked

below this are accepted as being significant whilst all significant p-values above this

are rejected as being false-positives.

5.2.1 Results of the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test

Data from all of the cows was separated into two groups corresponding to the lame

and non-lame cows and Wilcoxon Signed Rank Tests were used to identify if certain

behaviours exhibited a difference. The decision was made to exclude a non-lame cow

from the analysis since a large amount of data collected from this cow was deemed

unusable due to sensor failure, leaving a sample of ten lame cows and nine non-lame
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cows. Multiple sensor changes took place over the course of the trial, mostly due to

batteries needing charging. Whilst the approximate times of these sensor changes

were recorded by the biologists, a period of twenty minutes before and after the

recorded time of the sensor changes were removed to allow for discrepancies in the

recorded times and to also allow time whilst the sensors recalibrated to the system

after they were turned on. In addition to this, fifteen minutes of data was removed

at the start of every day for all cows to account for the systems resetting and recali-

brating. In a small number of cases, sensors failed for a number of hours resulting in

either inaccurate data which was removed or a lack of data being recorded. In total,

around 9% of data was either not recorded or removed for the analysis.

The tests used looked at summary data which the Hybrid CUSUM method could

identify: total number of residencies and transitions; duration of residency periods in

the resting, feeding and milking areas of the barn (Section 4.1); number of transitions

between different areas of the barn. The same tests were carried out for data with

an out-of-control window size (Section 3.5.2) of 11 time points and 75 time points

to give the same analysis using shorter residencies and longer residencies respectively.
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Out-of-control window size of 11 time points

W-value p-value
Lame Mean

Value
Non-Lame

Mean Value

Significant
Difference

in favour of

Number of
residencies

1257.5 0.9079 39.3 39.5

Number of
transitions

1257.5 0.9079 38.3 38.5

Duration of resting
residencies

1647 0.0001 5985.4 5315.9 Lame

Duration of
feeding residencies

614 0.0001 2153.8 2553.1 Non-Lame

Duration of
milking residencies

1154 0.8318 1121.2 1011.6

Number of resting
residencies

987.5 0.3061 14.0 15.7

Number of feeding
residencies

611.5 0.0001 14.9 17.8 Non-Lame

Number of milking
residencies

1035.5 0.5036 10.4 10.0

Resting to resting
transitions

975 0.2635 7.1 8.5

Resting to feeding
transitions

775.5 0.0073 3.8 4.6 Non-Lame

Resting to milking
transitions

1378 0.0459 2.2 1.8 Lame

Feeding to resting
transitions

1080 0.7337 5.4 5.5

Feeding to feeding
transitions

692 0.0012 8.6 11.0 Non-Lame

Feeding to milking
transitions

950.5 0.1630 0.8 1.0

Milking to resting
transitions

1053 0.5710 0.9 1.0

Milking to feeding
transitions

1290 0.1904 2.3 2.1

Milking to milking
transitions

1014 0.4059 7.1 6.9

Table 2: Results of the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test for an out-of-control window size of 11
time points carried out at the 5% level of significance.
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Out-of-control window size of 75 time points

W-value p-value
Lame Mean

Value
Non-Lame

Mean Value

Significant
Difference

in favour of

Number of
residencies

1267 0.9591 21.7 21.7

Number of
transitions

1264 0.9428 20.8 20.9

Duration of resting
residencies

1592.5 0.0005 5646.3 4901.1 Lame

Duration of
feeding residencies

715.5 0.0023 1651.8 2025.1 Non-Lame

Duration of
milking residencies

1256.5 0.3288 570.8 451.5

Number of resting
residencies

1118 0.9611 9.8 9.5

Number of feeding
residencies

684 0.0009 8.3 10.0 Non-Lame

Number of milking
residencies

1265.5 0.2863 3.5 3.3

Resting to resting
transitions

1152 0.8419 3.9 3.6

Resting to feeding
transitions

981 0.2700 3.3 3.7

Resting to milking
transitions

1178.5 0.6770 1.7 1.6

Feeding to resting
transitions

1196.5 0.5842 4.3 4.3

Feeding to feeding
transitions

661 0.0005 3.2 4.9 Non-Lame

Feeding to milking
transitions

1100 0.8379 0.6 0.6

Milking to resting
transitions

1062 0.6214 0.9 1.0

Milking to feeding
transitions

1238.5 0.3774 1.6 1.4

Milking to milking
transitions

1197 0.5696 1.0 0.8

Table 3: Results of the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test for an out-of-control window size of 75
time points carried out at the 5% level of significance.
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5.2.2 Results of the Benjamini-Hochberg Correction Procedure

The Benjamini-Hochberg correction procedure takes one of the ten p-values that

were flagged as significant using the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test and suggests it is a

Type I error. The p-value in question is the number of resting to milking transitions

for an out-of-control window size of 11 time points. It is known that most activity to

and within the milking area is induced by farming routines rather than being volun-

tary behaviour by the cow and as such any significant differences between lame and

non-lame cows in this area are unlikely to give an insight to behavioural differences

between lame an non-lame cows. As a result, it can be justified with reasonable con-

fidence that the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure has correctly identified the number

of resting to milking transitions for an out-of-control window size of 11 time points

as a Type I error.

The Benjamini-Hochberg procedure does support the conclusions of the Wilcoxon

Signed Rank Test between the higher number of feeding residencies and transitions

to and within the feeding area as well as duration of resting residencies so it can be

concluded with relative confidence that non-lame cows tend to spend a larger pro-

portion of time within the feeding area than lame cows and that lame cows typically

spend longer time in the resting area.
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Out-of-
control

window size

p-value in
Wilcoxon

Signed
Rank Test

Rank
of

p-value

Benjamini-
Hochberg
Critical
Value

Significant
Difference

in favour of

Duration of resting
residencies

11 0.0001 1 0.0015 Lame Cows

Number of feeding
residencies

11 0.0001 2 0.0029
Non-Lame

Cows

Duration of
feeding residencies

11 0.0001 3 0.0044
Non-Lame

Cows

Feeding to feeding
transitions

75 0.0005 4 0.0059
Non-Lame

Cows

Duration of resting
residencies

75 0.0005 5 0.0074 Lame Cows

Number of feeding
residencies

75 0.0009 6 0.0088
Non-Lame

Cows

Feeding to feeding
transitions

11 0.0012 7 0.0103
Non-Lame

Cows

Duration of
feeding residencies

75 0.0023 8 0.0118
Non-Lame

Cows

Resting to feeding
transitions

11 0.0073 9 0.0132
Non-Lame

Cows

Resting to milking
transitions

11 0.0459 10 0.0147 Lame

Table 4: Results of the Benjamini-Hochberg correction procedure carried out at the 5% false
discovery rate.

6 Discussion

6.1 Hybrid CUSUM Method

The Hybrid CUSUM developed in this report has the ability to identify residency and

transition periods from two-dimensional position data. Its consistency was verified

with a 100% rate of detecting a transition when the observation data collected by
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the biologists also suggested a transition. When the same observation data was used

to verify the consistency of residencies also detected by the CUSUM, its consistency

was much lower at 39.5%. It was concluded that the observation data probably failed

to correctly identify “true” residencies due to the possibility that cows could have

left a location and come back to the same location between observation windows

and so the observation data would suggest a residency, whereas the CUSUM would

detect a transition. As such, an alternative method for verifying the detection of

residencies by the CUSUM was used which consisted of superimposing the detected

residencies over the position plot of a cow in the form of a circle with radius the

size of the standard deviation and centre at the detected location of the residency.

These circles represent the possible deviation that a cow can perform before entering

a transition state and it was found that there were clearly circles containing all obvi-

ous periods where the cow was located in the same position for a prolonged period of

time (Figure 9). This approach is similar to an Area Restricted Search method such

as that seen in Kapota et al. (2017) where circles are used to overlay the animal’s

movement and to map the amount of time that an animal spends in a particular

location in an aim to detect residency periods. The Hybrid CUSUM method in this

report is more advanced in that it analyses an animal’s distance to detect when an

animal is resident or transitory and then uses these residency locations to center the

circles.

Fauchald & Tveraa (2003) suggested a model to identify First Passage Time from an

animal’s movements by overlaying a circle roughly equal to a typical food patch and
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seeing how long that animal remains resident within it. This effectively determines

large-scale residencies from animal movement, however the advantage of a Hybrid

CUSUM compared to this method is that the location of such residencies can be

identified with more accuracy. A Hybrid CUSUM also has the ability to identify

shorter residencies and transitions which may be key to determining differences in

animal behaviour, whereas the model suggested by Fauchald & Tveraa (2003) can

only identify larger residency behaviour and may not identify differences in small-

scale behaviour. The other difficulty is that there is a level uncertainty in the optimal

circle size to choose with this method, whereas with a Hybrid CUSUM, the size of

the deviation from a residency position can be justified using the biological length

of the animal and from visual verification (Figure 9). Hidden Markov Models such

as that seen in Patterson et al. (2008); Langrock et al. (2012) can also be seen as a

useful way of determining residency and transition periods from a state-space model.

The difficulty however is identifying the hidden state sequence (i.e. whether resident

or transitory) from useful observable data which usually involves looking at the lo-

cation of an animal in relation to its surroundings (e.g. in the context of the cow

data, whether it is in the resting area, feeding area or milking area). By using a

Hybrid CUSUM method, the only data that needs to be used is two-dimensional

position data in order to extract information about the residency or transition state

of the animal. The approach used in Knell & Codling (2012) was a partial sum

approach based on a form of CUSUM to identify transitions between intensive and

extensive search strategies of an animal. This method used animal movement to

determine either speed or turning angle, whereas the Hybrid CUSUM in this report
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differs since its aim is solely to identify when an animal is stationary and when it is

moving rather than show concern over how the animal is moving. It is possible to

detect when an animal is slowing down and when it is speeding up by varying the

out-of-control window size parameter (Section 3.5.2) since a small window size will

detect periods in a transition when an animal is slowing down and record them as

a residency. Whilst this is possible, the approach used in Knell & Codling (2012) is

far more efficient to identify changes in behaviour when an animal is transitory.

Although CUSUMs have been used to detect an animal’s activity such as that seen

in Pastell et al. (2016) where the activity of a sow is measured using an accelerometer

sensor in order to detect farrowing, the application of a CUSUM in this report uses

position data as opposed to accelerometer data. The method in this report can also

be used as a standalone method, whereas uses of CUSUMs with animal movement

such as in Pastell et al. (2016) have had to rely on other models to be used in con-

junction with a CUSUM. The two novelties of the Hybrid CUSUM method in this

report are that the standard deviation is able to be predefined whilst the mean is

calculated directly from the data and that the CUSUM is able to restart by imposing

a second algorithm to identify when the system moves from a state of out-of-control

to a state of in-control. This type of CUSUM is useful in the field of movement

analysis to identify residency and transition periods of domestic animals from x and

y position data. The algorithm has been enhanced further by imposing a shifting

origin to measure the distance from the most-recent residency position as opposed

to a fixed arbitrary origin. The fixed origin approach has the risk of situations where
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animals in a transition state are moving along contours and yet being measured as

the same distance from the fixed origin, thus being detected as resident. The shifting

origin reduces this risk, since even if an animal is moving along a contour it is the

distance of the animal from the residency position that is of concern. As a result,

the shifting origin can be applied more generally to other animal data sets.

Since this application looks at the ability to identify residency and transition peri-

ods, the standard deviation can be fixed to the expected amount of deviation that

an animal makes whilst in a state of residency. Clearly a larger standard deviation

will allow more deviation within the residency before being detected as a transi-

tion, however this may risk key small transitions not being detected. Alternatively a

smaller standard deviation will identify key transitions but may falsely detect slight

movement or noise within the residency as being in a transition state. The size of

transitions may be key to identifying intensive foraging behaviour such as described

in Knell & Codling (2012) so choosing a standard deviation that is small would be

ideal. The method used to determine the correct size of standard deviation involved

the initial justification that it should be a little larger than the animal being consid-

ered (i.e. around 2-3 metres for a cow). This was then verified further with a plot of

the total number of residencies and transitions detected against changing standard

deviation (Figure 8) and finding where the curve started to flatten out and then run-

ning the CUSUM with different values for the standard deviation and superimposing

the detected residencies as circles with the radius of the standard deviation to see

whether obvious residencies were completely contained within the circles (Figure 9).
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With the standard DI- or SS-CUSUM, once a system is detected to be in a state

of out-of-control the CUSUM switches off. With this Hybrid CUSUM, a second

algorithm is initiated that looks at the clustering of a given number of successive

position points and requires them to be within a certain tolerance of each other

(Section 3.5.2). From the perspective of identifying residency and transition periods,

this means that an animal is required to be stationary or close to stationary for

the given number of points being considered before the system is defined as being

back-in-control and for the CUSUM to restart.

Since all position points are converted from two-dimensional x and y coordinates into

one-dimensional distance from origin (DFO) data, an origin needs to be defined. One

solution is to fix an origin to always measure the distance from and was considered

in Woor (2017) to be used with the cow data set considered in this report. This

approach was fine for the cow data set since the cows were restricted by the layout

of the barn to prevent them from moving along a contour (Figure 4a) and being

recorded as a fixed distance (i.e. a state of residency) when in fact they are transi-

tory, however the approach considered in this report used a shifting origin approach

based on the most recent residency location and can be more-generally applied to

other animal data sets where the animals are not restricted in their movements.

This approach is deemed to be superior to the fixed-origin method since it can be

applied more generally to animal data sets whose movements are not restricted by

physical environmental barriers and the results of which are consistent both with
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the observation data taken by the biologists and also when superimposed over the

position plot (Figure 9). Alternative applications of this Hybrid CUSUM approach

to animal data may include identifying Home Ranges (Burt, 1943) or the position

that an animal periodically revisits, however Home Range Analysis techniques such

as that discussed in Section 2.2.4 are not directly relevant to the method used to

detect residencies in this report since most Home Range Analysis techniques assume

that an animal is already in a state of residency. By using a Hybrid CUSUM to

identify residency periods and building a spatiotemporal plot of where an animal

repeatedly remains resident over time such as that seen in Zhao & Jurdak (2016),

it may be possible to determine routines from the positions of an animal’s residency

behaviour.

6.2 Computational Efficiency of Algorithm

The Hybrid CUSUM method may be constructed by primarily using a series of “if”

statements to verify whether specific conditions are met (Section 4) along with rel-

atively straightforward numeric calculations (Section 3.4) and as such is a relatively

fast algorithm to compute. Whilst considering parameters such as computing power,

choice of software and streamlining of the code may all contribute to improving the

performance, it is certainly expected that computation should be on the order of

minutes for a similar-sized data set to that seen in this report rather than days.

One aspect that may significantly improve computation is through the way that data
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is processed prior to the Hybrid CUSUM being applied. For instance, the cow data

set used in this report had to account for sensor changes that occurred during the day

which meant that data was located in separate files for each sensor and needed to be

called in and appended to each other in order to be run as a full day of data. Since

this was run within the same code as the Hybrid CUSUM algorithm then this slowed

the overall computation time of the algorithm. A more-general processing technique

that is likely to be common for most data sets is a smoothing method to reduce

noise and, whilst this in itself is not necessarily overly computationally draining, will

slow the computation time. An improvement which can be made then, is to consider

whether simple processing may be performed within the sensor itself when data is

being collected. Since the Hybrid CUSUM only requires the collection of x and y

location data and a time stamp, it may be possible to direct some sensor computing

power towards smoothing methods. Otherwise consideration towards processing the

data in advance of running the Hybrid CUSUM would also act towards improving

the efficiency and computation time.

Another important consideration is how well the method can be implemented to data

sets with slower sampling rates (perhaps on the order of once a day) but collected

over longer periods of time. In such cases, the behavioural characteristics such as

the speed which the animal moves at and the area of a typical habitat needs to be

known before it can be suggested whether this method would be suitable (Clark &

Bjørnstad, 2004). For instance, if the sampling rate was once a day then clearly

residencies which lasted for less time than this will not be detected, however if the
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animal migrates over large distances and remains in a location for weeks at a time

then, providing a suitable value for standard deviation accounted for the typical

habitat size, it may be possible that this algorithm would be suitable to detect when

the animal is migrating and when it is resident.

6.3 Biological Implications

From the results in Section 5.2.1 there are significant p-values suggesting a difference

in the feeding behaviour of dairy cows from a lame versus non-lame perspective. It

is seen that by considering an out-of-control window size of 11 time points which

corresponds to a requirement that the cow has to have stayed in relatively the same

position for approximately one-and-a-half minutes before being considered as being

in a state of residency, the non-lame cows spend significantly longer in the feeding

area and also tend to transition a higher number of times within the feeding area

which agrees with the findings in González et al. (2008); Norring et al. (2014) that

lame cows spend less time feeding than non-lame cows. It was also found that lame

cows spend a longer time in the resting area. From a biological perspective, it is

thought that cows compete for better-quality food (Potter & Broom, 1987; Miller &

Wood-Gush, 1991) and so the results of this report may suggest that non-lame cows

move around the feeding passage more to find the better-quality food. A possible

conjecture to be made from these results is that non-lame cows may behave dom-

inantly and force the lame cows out of the feeding area, thus causing a significant

difference between the duration of residencies within the feeding area for lame and
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non-lame cows.

The alternative out-of-control window size chosen consists of 75 time points which

corresponds to a requirement that the cow has to have stayed in relatively the same

position for approximately ten minutes before being considered as being in a state

of residency, meaning that only larger residencies are being detected. By performing

the same Wilcoxen Signed Rank Tests it is seen that the same significant differences

are detected as with a window size of 11 time points, implying that the conclusions

made about the results are consistent. Furthermore, many of the results also corrob-

orate with the Welch t-Test (Appendix B) which, although not deemed statistically

appropriate to be included within the main analysis of this report due to the failure

of the data to be normally distributed using the Shapiro-Wilks Test (Section 5.2),

still provides further confidence in the results if another significance test gives the

same findings.

6.4 Further Exploration

This report has developed a Hybrid CUSUM method for use with animal data sets

and applied it to a cow data set in order to identify periods of residencies and transi-

tions and make comparisons between the movement behaviour of lame and non-lame

cows. Whilst the conclusion of the report is that the method works well and there

appears to be some interesting differences between the feeding behaviour of lame

and non-lame cows, there is scope for some further exploration of the method. For
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instance, this report focused solely on utilising the two-dimensional position data of

the cows which meant that when trying to identify the activity of the cow when in

a state of residency, the assumption had to be made that the cow was doing the

activity of feeding in the feeding area, resting in the resting area and milking in the

milking area and whilst this is a perfectly reasonable assumption to make, its cer-

tainty may be improved by utilising the accelerometer signal and combining it with

an approach seen in Diosdado et al. (2015) to verify what activity was taking place

in each of the residency periods. Another possible extension of this is to use a similar

CUSUM approach on the accelerometer signal to identify the residency states rather

than the decision-tree algorithm utilised in Diosdado et al. (2015).

It may be interesting to develop the position of the residencies and the duration in

each residency into a graph where the location of each residency is plotted onto a

map of the barn in the form of a node. This could then be weighted so that the

size of the node corresponds to the duration spent in that residency and arcs could

connect the nodes to show the transitions between the residency locations. This

could give a visual indicator of the differences in movement behaviour of lame cows

versus non-lame cows. A similar method was performed in Zhao & Jurdak (2016)

which looked at the spatiotemporal patterns performed by cattle using a two-state

“stop and move” model. The “stop and move” model is very simple in comparison to

the Hybrid CUSUM considered here in this report and so using the Hybrid CUSUM

may give some more interesting insights.
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This report used ten lame cows and nine non-lame cows and compared the data

collected by the Hybrid CUSUM for these two groups in order to identify differences

in the movement behaviour of lame and non-lame cows. This would be considered

a herd-level perspective since it divides the herd into large two groups according to

health status and directly makes comparisons as two individual groups. The most-

natural extension would be to compare differences in data between individual cows as

opposed to grouping multiple cows together. This may eliminate the risk of a single

cow with dominant behaviour skewing results in favour of one particular character-

istic; for instance, if one lame cow spends most of the days resident in the resting

area, this may cause the entire herd of lame cows to be falsely detected as spending

more time in the resting area when in fact this is just the particular dominant be-

haviour of one cow. Effect of individuals within dairy cows was carried out in Chua

et al. (2002) where the welfare of calves kept in individual pens as opposed to with

other calves was monitored to see the health benefits of each method. Although not

directly related to this report, one of the key areas considered was movement which

gives the potential for residency and transition behaviour and a Hybrid CUSUM

could be used with accelerometer data. It does however highlight that individual-

level analysis could give interesting insights. Other studies have shown that cows are

not homogeneous (Howery et al., 1996) and so individual differences may be interest-

ing to analyse as a further extension. The primary reason why this individual-level

analysis was not performed in this report is that the scope of this report was to intro-

duce a Hybrid CUSUM method to identify residency and transition periods with the

application to an animal data set and then analysing whether the Hybrid CUSUM
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yielded any interesting differences between the behaviour of lame cows compared to

non-lame cows. As such, the balance of the report is intended to offer both aspects

in relatively equal proportions and so detailed individual-cow-level analysis was not

deemed necessary.
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A Initial method for detecting when the system

is back in-control

The initial method to detect when the system is back in-control involved analysing

the DFO data and recording when successive distances had become acceptably close

together. If the Hybrid CUSUM detected the system to go out-of-control at point j,

the mean of the x and y ordinates whilst the system was in control was recorded as

the most-recent residency position (x0, y0) and all position coordinates after this were

converted into one-dimensional data by measuring the distance from this most-recent

residency position:

Distance From Origin at point i = Di =
√

(xi − x0)2 + (yi − y0)2

where (x0, y0) is the location of the origin and (xi, yi) is the location of the animal at a

time step i

An arbitrary number n of these successive DFOs were considered and their absolute

differences normalised and checked to see if they were within a given tolerance level

t:

Di+1 −Di

σ
< t

Di+2 −Di+1

σ
< t

...

Dn −Dn−1

σ
< t

If enough of these successive differences were within the tolerance level t then the

system was thought to be in-control and the Hybrid CUSUM could restart.
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This initial method to detect when the system is back in-control was used and the

detected residency positions were plotted over the position trajectory (as in Figure

9) to verify if the algorithm was correctly identifying residencies. Whilst most obvi-

ous residencies were detected, some trajectories which clearly should correspond to

transitions were also incorrectly detected as residencies.

Efforts were made to change the number of successive distances n that were consid-

ered and the number of these successive distances that were required to be within

the tolerance level t. Whilst this eliminated some false-positive residencies, it did not

eliminate all. The point at which the system was detected as being back in-control

was also varied; for the window size of n distances that were being considered, would

the system be defined as back in-control at the start of the window, the end of the

window or at some point in-between? By varying this back in-control point it was

found that the end of the window seemed to give the least false-positive residency

detections, but again, did not eliminate all.

Upon further investigation, it was realised that the false-positive residency detection

was mainly where the cow turned round and changed direction. This highlighted

that this method had the same disadvantage as that shown in Figure 4a; since the

distance of each point whilst out-of-control was being measured from the most-recent

residency position (x0, y0) which meant that when the cow was changing direction

(but still in a transition), the distances from (x0, y0) would not change by a great

deal. As such, this method would falsely-detect that the cow was remaining in the

same position, when in fact it was simply changing the direction of its trajectory.

The improved method that was used was to measure the distances of each of the n

points from the average position of these n points (see Section 3.5.2). This effec-

tively provided a shifting origin (x0, y0) from which to calculate the distance from

and would focus more on the clustering of the points.
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B Results of the Welch t-Test

Although the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test was used in the main analysis, the results

for the same data using the Welch t-Test is displayed here to compare the p-values of

each test and to provide an increased level of confidence in the results of the Wilcoxon

Signed Rank Test. Notice that the same categories were flagged as significant using

the Welch t-Test as were flagged as significant using the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test.
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Out-of-control window size of 11 time points

t-value p-value
Lame Mean

Value
Non-Lame

Mean Value

Significant
Difference

in favour of

Number of
residencies

-0.12 0.9021 39.3 39.5

Number of
transitions

-0.12 0.9029 38.3 38.5

Duration of resting
residencies

3.66 0.0004 5985.4 5315.9 Lame

Duration of
feeding residencies

-3.14 0.0025 2153.8 2553.1 Non-Lame

Duration of
milking residencies

1.07 0.2880 1121.2 1011.6

Number of resting
residencies

-1.22 0.2252 14.0 15.7

Number of feeding
residencies

-3.76 0.0003 14.9 17.8 Non-Lame

Number of milking
residencies

0.40 0.6933 10.4 10.0

Resting to resting
transitions

-1.12 0.2662 7.1 8.5

Resting to feeding
transitions

-3.15 0.0022 3.8 4.6 Non-Lame

Resting to milking
transitions

2.25 0.0271 2.2 1.8 Lame

Feeding to resting
transitions

-0.44 0.6642 5.4 5.5

Feeding to feeding
transitions

-3.33 0.0013 8.6 11.0 Non-Lame

Feeding to milking
transitions

-1.45 0.1501 0.8 1.0

Milking to resting
transitions

-0.33 0.7421 0.9 1.0

Milking to feeding
transitions

1.31 0.1937 2.3 2.1

Milking to milking
transitions

0.22 0.8271 7.1 6.9

Table 5: Results of the Welch t-test for an out-of-control window size of 11 time points
carried out at the 5% level of significance.
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Out-of-control window size of 75 time points

t-value p-value
Lame Mean

Value
Non-Lame

Mean Value

Significant
Difference

in favour of

Number of
residencies

-0.03 0.9749 21.7 21.7

Number of
transitions

-0.05 0.9576 20.8 20.9

Duration of resting
residencies

3.76 0.0003 5646.3 4901.1 Lame

Duration of
feeding residencies

-2.71 0.0083 1651.8 2025.1 Non-Lame

Duration of
milking residencies

1.47 0.1459 570.8 451.5

Number of resting
residencies

0.44 0.6577 9.8 9.5

Number of feeding
residencies

-3.26 0.0016 8.3 10.0 Non-Lame

Number of milking
residencies

0.71 0.4799 3.5 3.3

Resting to resting
transitions

0.67 0.5028 3.9 3.6

Resting to feeding
transitions

-1.25 0.2145 3.3 3.7

Resting to milking
transitions

0.43 0.6666 1.7 1.6

Feeding to resting
transitions

0.11 0.9146 4.3 4.3

Feeding to feeding
transitions

-3.82 0.0003 3.2 4.9 Non-Lame

Feeding to milking
transitions

-0.27 0.7901 0.6 0.6

Milking to resting
transitions

-0.41 0.6862 0.9 1.0

Milking to feeding
transitions

0.93 0.3534 1.6 1.4

Milking to milking
transitions

0.77 0.4404 1.0 0.8

Table 6: Results of the Welch t-test for an out-of-control window size of 75 time points
carried out at the 5% level of significance.
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C Summary of cow data across days 2-6 with an

out-of-control window size of 11 time points

In order to summarise the data for each cow, the x and y position coordinates have

been plotted and colour-coded to give a sense of time; green represents the start of

the day, transitioning into yellow and then transitioning into pink to represent the

end of the day. On the right side of the plot, a summary table has been plotted to

show the results of each cow per day. All data given is using an out-of-control win-

dow size of 11 time points. The cow ID and day number are given at the top of each

plot. Note that “Day 2” corresponds to the 23rd January and “Day 6” corresponds

to the 27th January which gives the interval of days which were used for analysis in

this report (see Section 4.1).

The position plots in this appendix have been superimposed over an accurate map

of the barn which has been constructed using the relative coordinates. As such it

is possible to visualise the different areas of the barn where the cow is situated and

residencies are represented by the circles as discussed in Section 4.1.1. It can be ob-

served that there are occasions when the cow is detected to be beyond the confines

of the barn which is due to sensor error and noise in the system. Since the Hybrid

CUSUM application aims to detect residencies, this was not a concern since if a resi-

dency is detected outside of the barn then it is probably the case that a cow is still in

a residency state but the exact location of that residency is incorrect. As such, the

decision was made to ignore these inaccuracies. Note that when analysis was carried

out on the location of residencies, the inaccurate sensor locations were still within

the required tolerance to be included in their “true” locations; for example when a

cow was recorded to be above the resting area of the barn then it was probably the

case that the cow was actually in the resting area and so values were chosen to in-

cluded these inaccurate locations within the relevant resting, feeding or milking areas.
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